FACULTY OF THE ARTS, SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

INDIVIDUAL Assignment Coversheet - applicable only for SIM students with the School of Psychology

This form is to be completed by SIM students submitting hard copies of essays or assignments for a Faculty of the Arts, Social Sciences and Humanities subject for the School of Psychology. Assignments are to be submitted to the relevant academic.

Plagiarism

Deliberate plagiarism may lead to failure in the subject. Plagiarism is cheating by using the written ideas or submitted work of someone else. The University of Wollongong has a strong policy against plagiarism. See Academic Integrity Policy at http://www.uow.edu.au/about/policy/UOW058648.html

Please note: Students must retain a copy of the Assignment Receipt any work submitted.

Subject Code: ______________________

Subject Title: ______________________

Assignment Title: ______________________

Student’s Name: ______________________  UOW Student No. ______________________

Name in Full

Tutorial Class (Day and Time): ______________________

Tutor’s Name: ______________________

Due Date: ______________________  Date Submitted: ______________________

I declare that I have read the University guidelines and policy on plagiarism (available from http://www.uow.edu.au/about/policy/UOW058648.html), that this assignment is original and unplagiarised, and has not been submitted for assessment elsewhere. I also acknowledge that the assessor of this assignment may, for the purpose of assessing this assignment:

- Reproduce this assignment/and provide a copy to another member of faculty; and/or
- Record a copy of this assignment on its database for the purpose of future plagiarism checking.

LATE SUBMISSION:
Please refer to the UOW student handbook for penalties for late submission, and note that lecturer/tutor may not assess the assignment if no valid reason is provided.

Assignment Receipt (To be filled in by Student and retained by Tutor upon return of assignment)

Subject __________  Assignment Title: ______________________

Student’s Name: ______________________  Student Number ______________________

Due Date: ______________________  Date Submitted: ______________________

Signature of Student ______________________

Assignment Receipt (To be filled in and retained by Student upon submission of assignment)

Subject __________  Assignment Title: ______________________

Student’s Name: ______________________  Student Number ______________________

Due Date: ______________________  Date Submitted: ______________________

Signature of Lecturer/Tutor: ______________________